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Looking East with bepress
New and Upcoming Features

Aurora Arder, MLIS
Consulting Services
Overview

• New and upcoming features in Digital Commons

• New and upcoming features in the Expert Gallery Suite
New in Digital Commons

- Product Updates page and new website
- Media player updated
- Content Inventory
Product Updates Page

bepress continually deploys new features and fixes for the community.

- Follow our blog for a peek into future development.
- Learn more about current features of Digital Commons and the Expert Gallery Suite (SW).
- For system and maintenance announcements, visit our Status page.

Recent updates are summarized below.

- Receive notifications via RSS of new product updates.
- Please note that "Dashboards" include the Author, Digital Commons, and Impact Dashboards, and SelectedWorks profiles are found under "Expert Gallery Suite."

June 30, 2017

Digital Commons

- Content Carousels and Slideshows: Rotating images now link to the image's record so visitors can view the full details, pan/zoom, and browse related images. Learn more about Content Carousels and slideshows.
- Image galleries: we are speeding up pan/zoom! Thanks for your patience, and you should see improvements over the next few weeks. Learn more about image galleries.
- Large files: we are also making improvements to help increase the speed when uploading large files.
- "Update site" links: the next time you update, you'll see the name of the link reflects the current level of your repository! No more questions over whether you are updating an article, a series, or a journal.
- Google Scholar: per Google Scholar's request, we have adjusted the meta tags to improve the quality of indexing.

Expert Gallery Suite

- 3-2-1-Contact: to make it even easier for visitors to contact authors, we have added the "contact" button to top of each work's page. Learn how to make the most of contact buttons on your profiles.
- Notification Center: the center loads more quickly for administrators with many notifications. Max notifications is 100.
- "SelectedWorks of None" no more! We resolved an error mysteriously impacting several profiles so that they now display the profile's name, not "none," in the header.
- Additional improvements: administrators should see more even performance of the Download and Link buttons. The Download button should only appear on works with full texts, and the link button should open in a new window.
New Website

Show the world what sets your institution apart
Media Player Updates

- Updated JW Player
- Streaming Media pilot

With SelectedWorks the library collaborates with authors to create compelling online scholarly identities.
Content Inventory

Also included:
• Native File Name
• Native File Size
• PDF File Name
• PDF File Size
• Supplemental File Name
• Supplemental File Size
• URL
• Download URL
Upcoming in Digital Commons

• Hosted streaming

• ORCID

• Search improvements

• Shibboleth
New for the Expert Gallery Suite

• ORCID field

• Contact button

• Mentor, collaborator, media contact membership badges

• Embeddable galleries
Contact Button and Badges

Selected Works of Christopher J. Davis

Christopher Davis is Professor of Information Systems at the University of South Florida in Saint Petersburg, USA. He holds a doctorate in Information Systems from the University of the West of England, UK. His research explores the way designers and users make sense of information systems and technologies, and their impact.

Contact Christopher J. Davis

Contact Groups

- General Contacts
- Media Contacts
- Advisor/Mentorship Contacts
- Collaboration Contacts

Contact Emails

- Add an email
- Add an email
- Add an email
- Add an email

CC Profile Owner?

- Yes
- Yes
- Yes
- Yes
Embeddable Galleries
Embeddable Galleries
Just Released/Upcoming for the Expert Gallery Suite

• Profiles Report
Just Released/Upcoming for the Expert Gallery Suite

• Additional Fields
Just Released/Upcoming for the Expert Gallery Suite

- Harvesting
Hot off the press

• Batch processes for SelectedWorks
Questions?

Aurora Arder
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(510)665-1200 ext. 2